Different optimization algorithms are used in fast medicine dispensing system to improve the efficiency of refilling. To achieve rapid replenishing of the manipulator and improve efficiency in pharmacy automation system. An ant colony optimization algorithm, which is named ant colony optimization model with characterization-based speed and multidriver, is proposed. Simulations of different picking points by order-picking mode, particle swarm optimization, particle swarm optimization with characterization-based speed and multi-driver, genetic algorithm, genetic algorithm with characterization-based speed and multi-driver, ant colony optimization, and ant colony optimization with characterization-based speed and multi-driver were carried out, and practical tests of different picking points by order-picking mode and ant colony optimization with characterization-based speed and multi-driver were done in a hospital. The data were collected and comparisons were made. Comparisons among order-picking mode, particle swarm optimization, genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization with characterization-based speed and multi-driver, genetic algorithm with characterization-based speed and multi-driver, ant colony optimization, and ant colony optimization with characterization-based speed and multi-driver are made. Practical test results in hospital show that the ranges of optimization ratios of the average time values tested by ant colony optimization with characterization-based speed and multi-driver and the order-picking mode are 12.4%-40.3% when the picking points are between 5 and 20. Ant colony optimization with characterization-based speed and multi-driver is suitable for the refilling process in fast medicine dispensing system. It is capable of finding the refilling route which spends the shortest refilling time, and this meets the requirements in hospital.
Introduction
Logistics systems for transportation and warehouse storage can solve problems regarding production and service sectors. 1, 2 In most modern warehouses, the efficiency of order picking is related to multiple factors including layout designs, storage assignments, batching, zoning, and picking route. Among these factors, order-picking route, which should be adjusted dynamically according to the real-time information in warehouse management, is considered to have the highest flexibility. 3 Meanwhile, order picking is one of the main activities performed due to its operational costs and time. 2, 4 A high percentage of travel time is observed in an order-picking mode. Order picking accounts for not less than 55% of the total costs in warehouse operations. [5] [6] [7] Therefore, efficient policies for picking and refilling routing have been selected by warehouses, which have a large potential for reducing costs and time. Picking route strategy is an influential factor in warehouse operations.
With the development of intelligent logistics technology used in modern hospitals, management in pharmacies and medicine access mode has been converted from labor management mode to automated management mode. Since the 1990s, automatic control, computer network, medical Internet of Things, operations research, and machine manufacturing technology have been merged into the pharmacy automation system (PAS), and it is used in countries such as Germany, the United States, Japan, and Holland. 8 Automation equipment in the PAS has achieved digitizing, networking, and automation of pharmacy management. The fast medicine dispensing system (FMDS) has been developed as one of the automated medicine dispensing systems in the PAS. The system has achieved the goal of providing automation in medicine refilling, storage, and dispensation using a computer control system to replace traditional human-based drug administration and distribution. Drug administration and distribution are important jobs. Therefore, an additional defense, such as FMDS-assisted medication administration and distribution, is needed to intercept drug administration errors and improve safety of the patients. 9, 10 The pharmacist may use automatic operation, which provides fast medicine delivery, rapid and accurate medicine dispensation, intensive medicine storage, and effective management. Automatic operation processes improve the distribution rate and storage rate of medicine dispensing systems and utilize automation, integration, and intelligentization of medicine logistics. The FMDS research mainly focuses on automatic medicine replenishing of box-packed drug, medicine-intensive storage, and automatic medicine dispensation. In some countries, medicine refilling is conducted by human 11 and manipulators, 12 which have low efficiency. The orderpicking mode (OPM) has been applied to the automatic refilling system by the manipulator whose working principle is similar to shooting 13, 14 to optimize the traditional manual refilling and traditional manipulator process. The OPM was designed to find the nearest picking point in the X-direction and then find the nearest picking point in the Y-direction. The OPM was simply and universally used in the FMDS, but the route selection mode of the OPM cannot guarantee that the next point chosen is the nearest one, and the value of route is an exact value. It is an optimal route selection mode that the closest point is chosen for the next point. Therefore, the OPM for refilling has still not been fully optimized for practical use, and as a result, optimization is needed.
Some optimization algorithms, which are based on genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO), and ant colony optimization (ACO) are used in the FMDS to improve refilling efficiency. In terms of searching the optimized route in the FMDS, both the GA 12 and the PSO achieved optimized results by effectively decreasing the route values or the quantity of the manipulator. Although the structure of the PSO is simple and the time that the computer spends on single iteration is short, it needs more iterations to achieve optimized solution due to few adjustable parameters. In contrast, the accuracy of the ACO is high, notwithstanding the structure of the ACO is complex and the time that the computer spends on single iteration is long. 15 In general, when the amount of ants and the amount of picking points are close or the same (between 5 and 15), the ACO is better than the GA in searching optimized solution of traveling salesman problem (TSP). 16 When the numbers of picking points are between 0 and 20, the ACO is more suitable than any other algorithm in searching optimized solution.
The ACO, which is a new heuristic and biomimetic algorithm proposed by Italian scholar M Dorigo et al. 17 in 1991, is suitable for refilling. The ACO was widely applied in different fields such as the TSP, 18, 19 vehicle routing problem (VRP), 20 quadratic assignment problem (QAP), 17, 21 and network traffic management, 3, 22 and good results have been obtained. The TSP was first described in the knight's tour problem (KTP) in 1759 23 and was proposed as a mathematical program by Danzig et al. in 1959 . TSP is a member of the set of non-deterministic polynomial complete problems (NP-complete problems). 24 Most of the previous studies on the automatic pharmacy system focus on simulation programs without considering the effect of the variation in speed between two storage positions. This article reports a picking routing mathematical model modified by the ant colony optimization with characterization-based speed and multi-driver (ACO-SD) considering the variation in speed which plays a significant role in the FMDS. The simulation results are applied in a hospital as a new operation system. An FMDS is established, including a new loading medicine manipulator, to test our simulation results. The FMDS is used in a hospital to collect data to compare the simulation results. The simulation method is modified by the addition of speed factor, and an optimized refilling process is proposed and applied in the FMDS, instead of the old mathematical model.
Problem described and model established
The refilling process consists of the manual refilling medicine process by a pharmacist, the refilling route process by the manipulator, and the automatic refilling medicine process from the manipulator to the medicine storage by the beating module of the manipulator. The refilling route process is related to sequence scheduling, which is a medicine logistics system for the FMDS.
Picking scheduling established Figure 1 presents the management system of the FMDS. The management system can be divided into three modules which are module-management module, refilling module, and alarm module. The refilling module is divided into six sequential steps:
Medicine information entry and verification.
Each medicine has its own two-dimensional (2D) code. Medicine boxes with 2D code are scanned by a 2D code scanner. The code information is read by a computer. The name and the information of the medicine are shown on the interface of refilling medicine for a pharmacist. 2. Shortages and location of the medicine. When the medicine is in the management system and the medicine is selected, the location of the medicine and the information of shortages will be entered in the picking point for the medicine is shown on the interface of refilling medicine. The quantity of refilling medicine should not be more than total shortages, and the input value of total shortages is entered by a pharmacist. 5. Movement of the manipulator. The refilling process starts from the initial position and then replenishes all picking points according to the sequence scheduling table. This research focuses on the sequence arrangement. 6. Medicine information modified. When the refilling process is finished, the medicine information is modified to keep the correct amount of medicine storage in the management system of the FMDS.
Definition of refilling process
Medicine refilling by the FMDS is carried out by the loading medicine manipulator according to the amount of medicine required by different storage containers. Mathematical abstract models of storage spaces with 2D distributions are made. The medicine storages required to replenish medicine are defined as picking points in this model.
Definition of the initial picking point. The manipulator remains stationary at the initial packing point defined as (0, 0) before running the program. The medicine loading manipulator starts from the initial picking point. After completing the picking point sequence, the manipulator returns back to the initial picking point.
Definition of the general picking point. One side of the storage spaces is a working interface, which contains m Figure 1 . Management system of FMDS.
rows and n columns, in the rectangular region as described in Figure 2 (a) and (b). The crossing points of the X and Y coordinates are located far to the left of one storage space represented as (x i , y j ), where x i is column i in the X-direction and y j is row j in the Y-direction.
Definition of the speed of drivers. In terms of the traditional method, both the X-and Y-directions display movement of the loading medicine manipulator, which is considered as a uniform motion process in the study, regardless of the velocity of the process between one medicine storage and another. In the new model, the horizontal velocity of the loading medicine manipulator is v x and the vertical velocity is v y .
Definition of the picking time. The picking time in the refilling process is related to the type and shortages of the medicine. The operation time of medicine administration and the time of medicine dropping from the manipulator to storage space are not included in the picking time in the theoretical calculation.
Definition of the refilling route. The refilling process for each picking point is regarded as a non-repeating route by order from A to E. After finishing all the picking points, the manipulator returns back to the initial picking point ( Figure 2) . According to the model definition, the threedimensional (3D) picking process of the warehouse was converted to a 2D TSP.
The ACO model with characterizationbased speed and multi-driver ACO, which is a heuristic algorithm successfully applied to several NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems, and first to TSP, consists of using a population of ants to collectively solve an optimization problem to discover the minimum cost paths through a certain graph, while respecting specific constraints. 25 
Mathematical model of the ACO
The TSP may be defined on a graph G = {V, E}, where V = {V 0 } [ N is the vertex set and E is the arc set. The initial position of the manipulator is defined as V 0 and is called the initial picking point. V 0 is mentioned in the second paragraph of section ''Definition of refilling process.'' The set of storages, which is needed to add drugs, is defined as N = {V 1 , V 2 ,., V n }. N is the quantity of the storage. E = {(V i , V j )| V i , V j 2 V} is the arc set. The path is defined as d V i ;V j between two vertices i and j in G and satisfies the unequal relationship of a triangle, such as
The distance from picking i to picking j is defined as d ij ði; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ, and the number of all picking is n. b i ðtÞ indicates the number of ants at t point in time in picking i, and the total number of ants is m ¼ P n i¼1 b i ðtÞ. The amount of pheromone is defined as t ij ðtÞ at t point in time on the edge between picking point i and picking point j. The amount of pheromone is equal to Dt ij ðtÞ ¼ 0 at t ¼ 0. Over time, the pheromone path is changed because of new pheromone being applied and old pheromone evaporating. 26, 27 r is set as the evaporation coefficient of the pheromone and shows the speed of evaporation. When all ants completed one tour, the pheromone on each path is given as picking point j by ant k. The pheromone value is dependent on the ant's performance. A shorter path means more pheromone is applied by the unit. Antcycle is used in this article 28, 29 Dt k ij ðt; t + 1Þ ¼ Q=L k the path from picking i to picking j by the ant k 0 other ð2Þ
. . . ; V n Þ À tabU k represents the collection of locations that could be chosen by ant k. tabU k ðk ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; mÞ is the taboo list of ant k. The visited location is recorded in the taboo list, and the memory of ant k is considered. 30 The inverse distance between picking point i and picking point j is defined as h ij ðtÞ, h ij ðtÞ ¼ 1=d ij . a is the residual degree of information on the edge between picking point i and picking point j. b is the heuristic degree of information. Both of them could be changed by the user.
ACO-SD
It is found that in the process of TSP solved by the ACO, there is only one default driver while the ant is moving from picking point i to picking point j. And the direction of the default driver is from picking point i to picking point j which is the same as the ant. In previous practice studies, the optimization effect is significant with the influence factors, the different directions of driving force, and the speed, but neither of them are not considered in the ACO model. 31 v x denotes the speed in the direction of X, and v y denotes the speed in the direction of Y. L x ij is the distance from picking point i to picking point j in the direction of X, and L y ij is the distance from picking point i to picking point j in the direction of Y. Therefore, the time from picking point i to picking point j has two values, t x ij and t y ij . T ij stands for the travel time between picking point i and picking point j
Combining equations (2) and (3), the new transfer probability between picking point i and picking point j can be calculated. L k is altered to affect the concentration of pheromone. And h ij ðtÞ is altered which is based on the time of movement from picking point i to picking point j.
Algorithm pseudo-code
The OPM and the ACO-SD approach pseudo-codes are shown in Tables 1 and 2 .
The OPM algorithm is simple and practical for the refilling process, and its disadvantage is that the sequence of picking point optimization is unconsidered. The OPM can be described in the following steps:
Step 1. In terms of receiving messages of refilling medicine, there are two types of textboxes, 2D textbox and name textbox. 2D textbox entered with medicine ID is scanned by a 2D code scanner. Name textbox is entered with medicine name by a pharmacist. After the 2D textbox or name textbox receives messages, the medicine required in the message will be selected. When name textbox receives messages, due to the same medicines made by different pharmaceutical companies, it requires the pharmacist to double click the correct medicine which needs refilling. When 2D textbox receives messages, only the correct medicine is selected.
Step 2. As soon as the initial data table obtains information regarding refilling, OPM algorithm starts to run. The selection method is in accordance with the rules: the nearest number i on the X-axis in the initial data table is selected first and the nearest number j on the Y-axis is placed in the forefront. If the number of pickings is the same as on X-axis, the first picking selected will be arranged first. The vertex set on the X-axis of the picking point V ij is A and the vertex set on the Y-axis of the picking point V ij is B.
Step 3. The shortage of the last medicine storage, U ij , is entered in the process data table and it is deleted from the initial data table. The total shortage of medicine storages is defined as P U . The alarm goes off when there is a mistake in the data. In terms of circulation, after the program deals with all the information in the initial table, the process data table completes collecting information, and then the program jumps out of circulation.
Step 4. The refilling data table is copied from the process data table, and the process data table is cleared. The amount of medicine in the refilling is 
Build tabU k by applying n 2 1 times the following step tabU k = tabU k + (i, j), and allowed k = allowed k 2 (i, j) Choose the next node j probability, calculate P ij k according to formulas (2), (3), and (6) Calculate the optimal tour of ant k End while
Update the historical optimal length_refilling For every edge (i, j) Update the pheromone according to formulas (2) shown in the interface of refilling medicines; the pharmacist needs to check and enter the value and determine the refilling process, which is mentioned in section ''Picking scheduling established.''
Step 5. The manipulator runs in accordance with the sequence of medicine storages in the refilling data table. After completion of refilling process of the medicine storage, the information of the medicine storage will be deleted in the refilling data table and the information will be updated in the management system. After completion of refilling process, the refilling data table returns to null.
The ACO-SD algorithm is a novel algorithm for refilling process, whose object is to optimize the refilling time. To describe the ACO-SD procedures, nc is the index of iteration number, and Nc_max is the maximum iteration number as the stop rule. k = {1, 2,., m} is the index of the ant, tabU k is the set of picking points that ant k has passed, and correspondingly, allowed k = V c 2 tabU k represents the set of picking points available for the next step, and V c is the set of picking points that medicine storages are selected to replenish in the refilling process. The ACO-SD can be described in the following steps:
Step 1. This process is the same as Step 1 in the OPM.
Step 2. All parameters are initialized. The pheromone information for every edge is evaluated as t 0 .
Step 3. The main loop starts. If nc is more than Nc_max, the program goes to Step 8.
Step 4. m is the amount of ants, and the m ants are set randomly on n picking points.
Step 5. Build tabU k by applying n 2 1 times the following step. Medicine storage of (i, j) is put into tabU k and is deleted in allowed k . Choose the next node j probability and calculate P ij k according to formulas (2), (3), and (6).
Step 6. Update the historical optimal solution length_refilling.
Step 7. Calculate the pheromone information according to equations (2) and (5) and update t ij (t); iteration nc adds one and then the program goes to
Step 3.
Step 8. Output the results from the complete data table and return the complete data table for refilling.
Step 9. The manipulator runs in accordance with the sequence of medicine storages in the complete data table. After completion of refilling process of the medicine storage, the information of the medicine storage will be deleted in the complete data table and the information will be altered in the management system. After completion of refilling process, the complete data table will be back to null.
Test and analysis

Simulation results and analysis
The programs of the ACO-SD and the OPM are coded in MATLAB 7. All the experiments were implemented on a PC with a Pentium 4 2.4 GHz CPU, 2 GB RAM, and Windows XP Home Basic Operating system. As shown in Table 3 , the parameters of the ACO-SD are set. 32, 33 Not more than 20 picking points are used in this article, which is consistent with the actual situation at the scene. Table 3 shows the simulated parameters of the ACO-SD. The velocities in the X-direction, v x , and velocities i the Y-direction, v y , are used as movement in the X-axis and Y-axis, which are driven by the servo motor. v x and v y may be set differently and it depends on the proportion of length and height in storage spaces or the actual need in the FMDS. The proportion is changed in different FMDSs.
Based on the database of IRON-1200 and Rowa Vmax, the storage space of the FMDS is designed to balance dispensing with storing of medicines, and consequently, the storage space is limited. Generally, less than 20 storage storages are assigned for one type of medicine. Thus, the range of instances, which is the amount of medicine boxes, is set between 1 and 20. The samples are taken, including 5, 10, and 20, and each sample has been tested five times to ensure repeatable of simulation results in simulation.
From Tables 4 and 5 , three aspects in the following can be seen:
1. The OPM is based on section ''Algorithm pseudo-code,'' and the PSO, GA, and ACO are based on References 31, 34, and 35, respectively. The objective function of the GA and ACO is the shortest route. The ACO-SD is based on section ''Algorithm pseudo-code.'' The particle swarm optimization with characterization-based speed and multi-driver (PSO-SD) and genetic algorithm with characterization-based speed and multi-driver (GA-SD) are based on the PSO and GA, respectively. The objective function of the PSO-SD and GA-SD is the shortest time; meanwhile, both the PSO-SD and GA-SD take account of multiple drivers and the speed of drivers. PSO-SD: particle swarm optimization with characterization-based speed and multi-driver; GA-SD: genetic algorithm with characterization-based speed and multi-driver; ACO-SD: ant colony optimization with characterization-based speed and multi-driver.
In terms of the route values, it shows that the ratios of route values of the PSO-SD, GA-SD, and ACO-SD are higher than that of the PSO, GA, and ACO, respectively. It demonstrates that the PSO-SD, GA-SD, and ACO-SD are not good at finding the shortest route. The reason for this is that the objective function of the PSO-SD, GA-SD, and ACO-SD is the shortest time, whereas the objective function of the PSO, GA, and ACO is the shortest route. It also shows that the time values simulated by the PSO-SD and ACO-SD are shorter than that of the PSO, GA, ACO, and GA-SD, and the time values simulated by the GA-SD are the shortest; nevertheless, the time value simulated by the GA-SD is far less than that of the OPM. Therefore, it shows that the ACO-SD and PSO-SD are not only reliable but also capable of selecting a better refilling route, and the time of the route traveled is the shortest.
In this article, there are two types of optimization ratios calculated between ACO-SD and another algorithm, including the optimization ratios of the average route value and the optimization ratios of the average time value. Both these types of optimization ratios are calculated in the same method, and the example of the optimization ratios of the average route value simulated between the OPM and the ACO-SD is shown in equation (7). ''(1)'' represents the value from the average route value. x represents the amount of picking points. The formula for calculation is as follows 
In terms of equipment in the FMDS, the optimization ratio of refilling time is an important index for evaluation. In practice, the feedback shows that the pharmacists concern the refilling time the most. Their expectation is the shorter refilling time, the better. The reason for this is that although reducing refilling time on a single type of medicine may not seem very meaningful, when a large quantity of medicine needs to be refilled, it will save a significant amount of time spending on refilling. Thus, spending less time on refilling using a new algorithm than an old algorithm is more acceptable to the pharmacists in the FMDS. Calculating optimization ratio is a good method to compare refilling time between a new algorithm and an old algorithm. When a new product is presented to the pharmacists, the optimization ratio is regarded as an important index of evaluation.
In Table 6 , the results are shown as follows: Comparisons of optimization ratios among algorithms are made. With increasing picking points, compared with the OPM, no matter the optimization ratios of the average route value or the average time value of the PSO, GA, ACO, PSO-SD, GA-SD, and ACO-SD are all increased. When the picking points are not more than 10, the test results of the PSO, GA, ACO, PSO-SD, GA-SD, and ACO-SD show that the optimization ratios of both the average route values and the average time values between any two of these six algorithms are null. Yet, when the picking points exceed 20, compared with the PSO, GA, and ACO, the optimization ratios of the average route values by the ACO-SD are lower; compared with the GA-SD, the optimization ratios of the average route values by the ACO-SD are higher. However, compared with the PSO, GA, ACO, and GA-SD, the optimization ratios of average time value by the ACO-SD are higher. Compared with the PSO-SD, both the optimization ratios of the average route values and the optimization ratios of the average route values are zero. In terms of selecting refilling routes, it demonstrates that the ACO-SD and PSO-SD have the same advantage which is that the time of the route traveled is the shortest. Figure 3 shows the convergence results by different algorithms with different picking points. Table 7 shows the length of time used by different algorithms based on Figure 3 .
Based on Figure 3 and Table 7 , it shows that the times of iterations and the running time of the PSO and PSO-SD, the GA and GA-SD, as well as the ACO and ACO-SD are almost the same, respectively. The reason for this is that the PSO-SD, GA-SD, and ACO-SD are based on the PSO, GA, and ACO, respectively, except different objective functions.
From Figure 3 (a1), (b1), (c1), (d1), (e1), and (f1), it appears that when the picking points are not more than five, all algorithms are fast on convergence. They all completed searching the best value in five iterations. In terms of running time, it shows that the ACO and ACO-SD used the shortest length of time, whereas the GA and GA-SD used the longest.
From Figure 3 (a2), (b2), (c2), (d2), (e2), and (f2), it demonstrates that when picking points are between 5 and 10, the ACO and ACO-SD are the fastest on convergence, whereas the GA and GA-SD are significantly slow. It can be seen that the running time spent by the PSO, ACO, PSO-SD, and ACO-SD are very close.
From Figure 3 (a3), (b3), (c3), (d3), (e3), and (f3), it shows that when picking points are between 10 and 20, the ACO and ACO-SD are the fastest on convergence, the PSO and PSO-SD are falling behind, whereas the GA and GA-SD are the slowest on convergence. The refilling time used by the ACO and ACO-SD is similar, the PSO and PSO-SD used longer, and the GA and GA-SD used the longest.
From the results above, it shows that the ACO and ACO-SD are the best in searching optimized solution, especially when there are few picking points. When there are few picking points, the convergence speed of the ACO and ACO-SD is fast and the running time is short. However, no matter the convergence speed or running time of the GA and GA-SD are the worst.
When the picking points are 10, the running time of the PSO, ACO, PSO-SD, and ACO-SD is very similar. Yet, the convergence speed of the PSO and PSO-SD is not as good as that of the ACO and ACO-SD.
From the results above, it shows that the PSO and ACO are good at selecting the shortest routes, whereas the PSO-SD and ACO-SD are good at achieving the shortest time. However, compared with the PSO and PSO-SD, the ACO and ACO-SD are more advantageous as the times of iterations of the ACO and ACO-SD are less and the running time of the ACO and ACO-SD is shorter. Therefore, the ACO-SD is more suitable for searching optimized solution than the PSO-SD and GA-SD in the FMDS.
Operation results and analysis
Experimental platform. According to the prescription information provided by the hospital management system, the experimental platform, the FMDS, is designed to dispense medicine boxes. As shown in Figure 4(c) , the FMDSs, which have been designed, manufactured, and debugged in 2013-2014, have three main compositions, including the automatic refilling subsystem, medicine storage subsystem, and automatic dispensing subsystem. Formal operation began in the second OPM: order-picking mode; PSO: particle swarm optimization; GA: genetic algorithm; ACO: ant colony optimization; PSO-SD: particle swarm optimization with characterization-based speed and multi-driver; GA-SD: genetic algorithm with characterization-based speed and multi-driver. Figure 3 . Convergence results of different picking points by different algorithms: (a1) using the PSO with 5 picking points, (a2) using the PSO with 10 picking points, (a3) using the PSO with 20 picking points, (b1) using the GA with 5 picking points, (b2) using the GA with 10 picking points, (b3) using the GA with 20 picking points, (c1) using the ACO with 5 picking points, (c2) using the ACO with 10 picking points, (c3) using the ACO with 20 picking points, (d1) using the PSO-SD with 5 picking points, (d2) using the PSO-SD with 10 picking points, (d3) using the PSO-SD with 20 picking points, (e1) using the GA-SD with 5 picking points, (e2) using the GA-SD with 10 picking points, (e3) using the GA-SD with 20 picking points, (f1) using the ACO-SD with 5 picking points, (f2) using the ACO-SD with 10 picking points, and (f3) using the ACO-SD with 20 picking points.
half of 2014. These main compositions are capable of automatic refilling, medicine-intensive storage, and automatic dispensing. The storage container to be refilled is called ''picking point'' to distinguish it from the others. The FMDS can simplify the medicine dispensing process and reduce the error rate of medicine dispensing, and therefore, it decreases the waiting time for patients. In the FMDS, the capacity of the medicineintensive storage is limited due to the space of the device. The matrix linkage mode is used in the automatic dispensing process to effectively control the dispensing time of a field requirement. The automatic refilling subsystem is important in refilling route, which contains two primary parts, the transmission part of the manipulator and the loading medicine manipulator. 14 The transmission part of a manipulator drives the manipulator to a specified location, and the medicine is pushed into storage space by the manipulator. To ensure that the manipulator operates with accuracy and stability, a Cartesian coordinate robot module is used to drive the loading medicine manipulator. The Cartesian coordinate robot is composed of two horizontal and two vertical linear motion units. 26 The horizontal direction is set as the X-axis, and the vertical direction is set as the Y-axis. The linkage of X-and Ydirections of the manipulator is achieved by a synchronous machine driver system, as shown in Figure 4(b) .
The loading medicine manipulator comprises an integrated framework, a lifting mechanism, a platform transmission, a beating device, and a group of sensors for counting and protection, as presented in Figure  4 (c). Medicine boxes were stored in the lifting mechanism in prepared status. The lifting mechanism was lifted by the platform transmission according to the accumulative medicine box height and moved to the medicine refilling port. The medicine boxes were pushed into the specific storage spaces by the beating device. The angle between the manipulator and the Cartesian coordinate unit was used to pinpoint the position of the medicine box (Figure 4) .
The multiple axis controller from the United States was applied for motion control and Fuji motion. C# programming was used in the host computer (HC). The industrial personal computer (IPC) was used from Advantech. The sensor and programmable logic controller (PLC) from Omron were used.
Application results and analysis. The widths of ordinary medicine boxes are in the range of 35-110 mm and the heights are in the range of 10-60 mm, which is the source of test sample from many hospitals in different provinces in China. To reduce the influence of the size of different medicine boxes, the size of test sample is selected in the range that is mentioned above as they are commonly used in China. The test samples are shown in Table 8 . Figures 5-7 show the records of refilling process and time in practice test by the OPM and the ACO-SD, whose information is identified by * in Table 9 . The records of practical tests include the order of medicine storages (medicine storage number), medicine name, refilling time from one picking point to another one (refill time), and test number (order sequence), which are listed in Figures 5-7 . The amount of each group includes 5, 10, and 20 picking points. In the practical tests, a group of picking points for each medicine were tested five times to remove inaccuracy, which is shown in Table 8 . The results of practical tests are recorded in the test projects of the FMDS. The required amount of one picking point is set 1 to simplify the operation model in both simulation program and the FMDS operation system and reduce time error due to beating module of the manipulator and platform transmission. In the simulation, the time of the medicine transferred from the manipulator to medicine storage, acceleration, and deceleration process is unconsidered. In practical tests, one medicine box is pushed into a storage space from the manipulator. The time normally used is 1.2-1.4 s. In this article, the optimal route time rate is studied, the period of time from the manipulator to the storage is subtracted, and 1.3 s is adopted The best optimization ratio of time value tested by the ACO À SD and the OPMðBOTT Þ
¼
The maximum best time value tested by the OPM À The minimum best time value tested by the ACO À SD
The maximum best time value tested by the OPM 3 100% ð9Þ
The worst optimization ratio of time value tested by the ACO À SD and the OPMðWOTT Þ
The minimum best time value tested by the OPM À The maximum best time value tested by the ACO À SD The minimum best time value tested by the OPM 3 100%
The results of practical tests are shown in Table 9 , which include the best time value tested in practical tests by the OPM and ACO-SD and the optimization ratios. The optimization ratios are calculated based on the best time value tested in practical tests by the OPM and ACO-SD, and the calculation process is shown in equations (8)- (10): 1. The period of time from the manipulator to the picking point is subtracted in both the refilling time by the OPM and ACO-SD, 6.5 s for 5 picking points, 13 s for 10 picking points, and 26 s for 20 picking points, respectively. The best time value tested is the processed refilling time in Table 9 . 2. The changes and the trend of the best time value tested in practical tests by the OPM and ACO-SD are discussed for five picking points. The refilling time of five picking points by the OPM in the first practical test is 20.477 s, and it is 17.712 s by the ACO-SD, which are shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b), and the average of the refilling time in five tests is 20.311 and 17.792 s. The period of time from the manipulator to the storage is subtracted, the best time value tested of five picking points by the OPM in the first practical test is approximately 13.977 s, and the average of the best time value tested is 13.811 s. The best time value tested of five picking points by the ACO-SD in the first practical test is 11.212 s and the average of the best time value tested is 11.406 s, which are shown in Table 9 and Figure  5 Table 9 and Figure 6 The range of optimization ratio of the best time value tested by the ACO-SD and OPM is calculated between 37.3% and 40.3%, and the average optimization ratio is more than 38.3%. 5. The trends of optimization ratios are discussed as follows. The optimization ratios of route value simulated between the ACO-SD and OPM increase with picking points increasing from 5 to 20 picking points, likewise the optimization ratios of time value simulated and the optimization ratios of time value tested in practical tests. However, the extent of increase decreases. With the increasing amount of picking points, the possibility of a better picking point and a better refilling path selected by the ACO-SD increases, but optimization effect decreases in limited space. Meanwhile, the route values and the time values simulated by the ACO-SD or OPM increase. The optimization ratios decrease as the ratio of the value of the denominator to the value of the numerator decreases. In practical tests, as the amount of picking points increases, some refilling paths become shorter due to the increase in the amount of refilling paths. Thus, the effect of the acceleration and deceleration of drivers becomes more important. In terms of the optimization ratios of time value tested by the ACO-SD and the OPM, the extent of increase decreases. 6. The values of optimization ratios are discussed.
When the amount of picking points exceeds the thresholds, the optimization ratio of time value simulated by the ACO-SD and ACO is higher than the optimization ratio of route value simulated by the ACO-SD and ACO for the same picking points. The best route value simulated by the ACO is smaller than that of ACO-SD, but the best time value simulated by the ACO is longer than that of ACO-SD. The reason is that the best route value and the best time value simulated by the ACO did not consider the speed, multi-driver, acceleration, and deceleration of drivers in refilling process. The best route value and the best time value simulated by the ACO-SD consider the speed and multidriver. If the shortest time is set as the objective function, a better picking point is selected by the ACO-SD than ACO. Meanwhile, the best time value tested by the ACO-SD in practical test is longer than that of simulation, because the speed, multi-driver, acceleration, and deceleration of the drivers are considered in refilling process. Thus, it demonstrates that the less the influence factors, the better the optimization effect, and the more the influence factors, the closer the practical operation. Consequently, the results by the ACO-SD are closer to the actual refilling process than that of the ACO. 7. The results regarding time spent in simulation and practical test by the ACO-SD and OPM are discussed. The practical operation process contains acceleration, uniform velocity, and deceleration of the drivers, whereas there is only velocity uniform in the simulation. It indicates that the non-uniform velocity of practical operation significantly influences the optimization results. The reason is that the time spent in practical test is longer than that in the simulation with the same picking points both by the ACO-SD and OPM.
8. Comparison between the results by the OPM and the results by the ACO-SD in practical tests is made. The ACO-SD finds the path of the next picking point using the minimum time spent between picking points. Therefore, the refilling time between the current picking point and the next picking point is not long. The influence of the acceleration and the deceleration during operation is more than the uniform speed. With the increasing amount of picking points in limited space, the shorter refilling path is chosen; thus, it leads to shorter path among pickings. The effect of acceleration and deceleration is obvious in the short path. Although the refilling time increases, the extent of increase decreases. It run first along the horizontal direction, and then the longitudinal, as shown in Figure 2 (a), which is the OPM. The distance between picking points varies; some refilling paths are longer than the other. However, the longer refilling path is more advantageous for uniformity than the shorter refilling path. With the increasing amount of picking points, the longer refilling path is divided into many short ones. In addition, the order of pickings is optimized when the path is chosen by the OPM. The effect of optimization is more than the effect of the acceleration and the deceleration. Hence, optimization ratio of time by the ACO-SD and OPM in practical tests increases. With the increasing intensity of picking points, optimization ratio of time by the ACO-SD and OPM in practical tests is more than 17.4%, 31.0%, and 38.3% in 5, 10, and 20 picking points, respectively. Thus, the ACO-SD is suitable for the refilling process. 9. Time requirement of refilling algorithm in the FMDS is compared with IRON-1200. One manipulator of IRON-1200 accomplished approximately 1250 medicine boxes in an hour. When the ACO-SD is used in the FMDS, the refilling time of 5, 10, and 20 picking points is about 20, 30, and 50 s, respectively. The total refilling time is about 100 s and the total boxes are 35. Thus, approximately 1260 boxes of medicine are accomplished in an hour. Whereas when the OPM is used in the FMDS, only approximately 985 boxes of medicine are accomplished in an hour. The ACO-SD is used to refill medicine in the FMDS which is able to meet the requirements of dispensing in modern pharmacy.
Conclusion
The refilling route of the FMDS is studied in this research. A mathematical model of the FMDS, the ACO-SD, on the refilling route is established according to the mechanical apparatus. The orders of picking points are chosen by the ACO-SD, PSO-SD, GA-SD,m numbers of ants n numbers of pickings N numbers of storages Nc max maximum number of iterations P k ij transition probability between picking point i and picking point j Q positive constant t at some point of time v x velocity on the X-direction v y velocity on the Y-direction a residual degree of pheromone information b heuristic degree of information h ij heuristic factor between picking point i and picking point j r pheromone evaporation coefficient t ij amount of pheromone on the edge between picking point i and picking point j
